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The editors of the Journal of Intelligence would like to express their sincere gratitude to the following reviewers for assessing manuscripts in 2014:

Booth, Tom  Karama, Sherif  Sanchez, Christopher A.
Breivik, Einar  Kelley, Elizabeth  Santarnecchi, Emiliano
Castejon Costa, Juan Luis  Kievit, Rogier  Sireci, Stephen G.
Chein, J.M.  Lemos, Gina C.  Sternberg, Robert
Dolan, Conor  Mingroni, Michael  Sundet, Jon Martin
Engel de Abreu, Pascale  Molenaar, Dylan  Toplak, Maggie E.
Fitzgerald, Hiram E.  Moore, Fhionna  Vernon, Tony
Goldhammer, Frank  Moosbrugger, Helfried  von Davier, Matthias
Haig, Brian  Murray, Aja  von Stumm, Sophie
Howell, Roy D.  Mussel, Patrick  Wai, Jonathan
Iarocci, Grace  Penke, Lars  Wanstrom, Linda
Irwing, Paul  Plomin, R.  Wicherts, Jelte
Jacobs, Kate  Reise, Steven Paul  Zeidner, Moshe
Jeon, Minjeong  Saklofske, Don
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